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The Heart of the matter

I once knew a chap who
decided to go to the USA,
in order to undertake the
mandatory American
‘Road Trip’.
He had planned a route in
the South West of the
country so he could visit
Death Valley, The Grand
Canyon, The Painted
Desert and other natural
wonders that were to be
seen in that part of the
world. He also said that,
whilst there, he wanted to visit Las Vegas. This did surprise me a little as I didn’t think
he was really the type to appreciate the garish charms of that particular place. When he
returned I asked him about the gambling capital of the world. He said he only went to
see if it was really as bad as he thought it would be. He had concluded it was!
One of the modern joys of this former nuclear testing site is a dining establishment with
the unequivocally direct name of ‘The Heart Attack Grill’. Here, customers posing
bizarrely as hospital patients are fed enormous
portions of greasy animal protein by staff
members dressed, ironically, in medical uniforms.
They specialise in a range of increasingly
enormous ‘dirty’ burgers classified in terms of the
type of heart bypass likely to be consequent upon
their consumption. Many people, including me,
might consider this enterprise to be somewhat
unsavoury. You do however, have to admire their
‘chutzpah’ in operating such an establishment in
the face of all logic that says it shouldn’t exist. I
particularly like the fact that they have a ‘hate
mail’ inbox to which all righteous and censorious
comments can be addressed
The star of the show is the ‘quadruple’ which is,
even by US standards a ludicrous lump of
provender. Its total consumption is considered to
be pretty much impossible and is therefore a
challenge to aspiring consumers. The whole thing
is more a piece of theatre than mere nutrition. If the punter is of sufficient body mass he
or she can partake of this item free of charge and a certificate is awarded to those who

successfully demolish the whole 8000 calories. I’m unsure of all the rules of the contest
but it does appear that consequential fatality is not entirely ruled out.
The preliminaries to taking the challenge include being weighed on an industrial sized
scale situated outside the premises. Participants must weigh at least 350 lbs, 159kg or in
British terms 25 stone. Speaking as someone who is a bit of a fat bloke, even I can only
dream of being 25stone! I suppose they’ve got to set the bar quite high to avoid having
to donate meaty deliciousness to mere lightweights who may be feeling a bit peckish.
The young lady shown above, clocking in at a mere 149 lbs (a measly 10½ stone
including the backpack) is clearly someone who miserably fails to qualify. Those who
pass the preliminaries can then partake of the ‘quadruple’ which looks like a dodgy
special effect from a 1950’s horror film. I assume it comes with a small green salad for
nutritional balance.
The scale appears to have a discrimination of 1lb so one might assume it has a capacity
of at least one imperial ton (1016kg). They are clearly expecting that the 250lb
contestant may yet be exceeded by a considerable amount.

The coalman cometh
I’m grateful to our good friend Mike
Sharpe for the photograph of a gent
cheerfully shovelling coal out of a rail
wagon into the scoop of a deadweight
scale. The fact that there is nobody else
around and there is only one filled
sack on the ground suggests this might
be a posed photograph rather than a
true record of an everyday activity. It
nicely illustrates however, the working
garb of the pre-Health and Safety at
Work Act workman. He has obviously
taken his jacket off to carry out the
task, revealing a natty waistcoat and a
white, yes white, shirt with the sleeves
rolled up of course. This ensemble is topped off with an ultra protective flat cap,
guaranteed to guard against all head injuries. If he were to turn toward the camera I’m
pretty sure he would be seen to be wearing a tie. He assumes a somewhat precarious
pose as he shovels the coal, teetering on a small wooden step on the drop down flap of
the wagon. Clearly he is risking great harm to vital bodily components should he lose
his footing.
Speaking of vital components I did happen to notice the absence of one such on the scale
itself. This is an accelerating instrument and the lower stays are therefore of the
distinctive hook and eye form with the hook ends sitting in holes formed at the bottom
of each leg. Close examination of the bottom of the leg beneath the goods scoop does
show that the split ring through the hole seems to have gone astray. This small but vital
component prevented the nib jumping from the hole during the course of the,
sometimes quite violent, movements of the beam. These
machines were not treated gently! Should the stay
become disconnected from the leg it could prove
disastrous as a fully laden scoop would tip over and
components could be seriously damaged.
I also found this picture of a little model coal scale
designed to dress a G scale model railway. This is the
size of model railway that runs around your back
garden. No such system would be complete without its
coal yard and all the bits and pieces that go with it.

Jubilee on a big scale
2022 is the year of the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee, a previously unreached anniversary in
UK royal history. The first major celebration of the monarch’s reign was back in 1977
when we had the Silver Jubilee, celebrating 25 years since the Queen assumed the
throne. The next anniversary joyously celebrated, was the Golden Jubilee of 2002
followed, 10 years later by the Diamond anniversary.
Overlooked and largely un-lauded was the Ruby Jubilee of 1992 marking the 40th year
of the reign. At this time the Poet Laureate in the UK was Ted Hughes, the fourth such
holder of this post during this monarch’s incumbency. Ever since Charles 2nd had
appointed John Dryden as the first Laureate in 1668 there has always been an ‘official’
poet in the UK who is required, in return for a nugatory salary (at one time it was a
‘butt’, which as every fine upstanding, Imperial loving, British patriot probably doesn’t
know is two hogsheads, of Canary wine, which sounds rather unpleasant!) to produce
lofty verses in celebration of great national and particularly royal occasions.
Although the post has been held by eminent poets, including Wordsworth and
Tennyson, the poetic output of the Laureates was usually pretty mundane and
unremarkable, suggesting perhaps that the poets were not overly enthusiastic about
their calling. Prior to Hughes we had John Betjeman who was quite celebrated in the
country, less as a poet but more as a media personality and champion of all things
Victorian. He is credited with saving the mad gothic buildings at St Pancras station
from the wrecking ball. His verse was generally quite accessible to the non literary
reader, featuring many aspects of everyday life, if you happened to come from the
English upper middle class of the 1930’s.
Ted Hughes was a different poet altogether and there was indeed a deal of unease when
he was appointed to such an ultra ‘establishment’ post. His verse was much darker,
more academic and reflected his taciturn personality and concern about the destruction
of the natural world, even back in the 1980’s. There was a degree of speculation and
some concern as to what dark and visceral offerings he might produce when marking
some frothy royal event.
From his appointment in 1984 however, Ted Hughes dutifully churned out the requisite
verses to mark royal birthdays, christenings, marriages etc until in 1992 he reached the
Ruby Jubilee. For this occasion he produced a collection of verses under the title ‘The
Unicorn’ which were published in the Daily Telegraph, an ultra establishment
quotidian.
The verses played with the idea of the unicorn as mythical beast and its role as
supporter in the royal coat of arms, where it stands for Scotland. The first poem in the
set was entitled X-Ray which was triggered when a plan to erect a celebratory fountain,
with a 25 foot high unicorn in the middle, in Parliament Square London was
abandoned. Hughes thought he would replace the missing bronze beast with a poetic
unicorn.

The horn of the unicorn became synonymous with a human spine, presumably as seen
in an X-Ray. This in turn became the pillar of a balance (‘the old fashioned kind, with
the pans hanging down like buckets from the yoke of a milkmaid, old style’, as the poet
later explained). He further said ‘My idea was to let this image of a human scales,
weighing the Left and Right of a democracy and (being) responsible for its balance (the
fulcrum of that balance being located in the pineal gland, the third eye of a real person)’
Me neither!
However, this is it.
X-Ray
Forty Years
Invisibly
The spine of the people
Pillar
Of the scales
Where Left and Right
In the alternation
Tremble
The fulcrum
Behind her eyes
Forty years
Weighing
The people
These equably British
In two minds or
Suspended
Hover
Bound by neither
So free
Upright
Level –
Envied

The latest Jubilee has of course been celebrated by an offering from the current
Laureate, Simon Armitage. It is a much less opaque piece of verse that reminds us lowly

subjects that being a
monarch is actually, a
bit of a tough gig,
especially when it
drags on for so long;
all that waving! No
scales are involved.

The Levers of
Power
I have previously
mentioned the small
cadre of local
acquaintances who, in
the course of their
peregrinations,
occasionally send me
pictures of
interesting scales etc,
that they encounter.
One such peripatetic has recently ‘peripatecked’ himself down to Great Yarmouth,
from whence he sent me a picture of yet another scale, which he hoped I might find
appealing. He was slightly apologetic about it thinking it was comparatively mundane
but I assured him it was actually a very nice example. We have previously mentioned
various aspects of the fish trade and this jumped out as being an example of a scale
previously used in that business. The stone is an old British unit of weight mainly
associated with weighing people and it is still the go-to unit when someone is saying how
much weight they’ve lost or gained. In modern times it was little used in trade although
the old style Lincolnshire farmer, hauling a 56lb weight out of the back of a barn, would
usually refer to it as a ‘four ston’
On the pontoons of Grimsby Fish Dock however fish was habitually dispatched in boxes
denominated in stones and a great number of the scales merrily rusting away on the
merchants’ stands were denominated in this unit. The Yarmouth scale was clearly from
a fish processing plant and is also denominated in stones indicating a preference for the
unit in that port as well. Because the products weighed in Yarmouth would have been
smoked fish such as kippers and bloaters, the scales would have had an easier time than
those up the coast in Grimsby. The pontoons were open to the elements and the scales
were perpetually swimming in slime and salt water. In the curing houses of Yarmouth
the environment would have been comparatively dry as would be the products weighed
out on the scales. Thus this 8 stone bench dial is a bit crusty but in overall pretty good
condition.

The loaded lever resistant on this scale is a thing of beauty
with its cams that ride up and down the delicate steel ribands to displace the levers to a
point of equilibrium. It was a sad but inevitable day when this whole beautiful balletic
assembly was replaced by a rather tedious coiled spring that did the job cheaper if not
better.
He also sent me a picture of a type of scale, often referred to as a Huckster’s or Barrow
Boys’ scale. These were extra long Roberval machines, with a weight stand adjacent to
the weight pan. As suggested by the name these machines were designed for use by
street traders who carried their fruit and vegetables on a wheeled barrow that was
pushed around the streets. Barrow Boys in the UK, were mainly associated with London
but they were also be found in other large towns. The stand enabled weights to be
carried conveniently and kept together on a barrow, heavily laden with produce, thus
preventing them from being lost or misplaced. These scales did however have a bit of a
bad reputation in that the weights on the stand could be readily shuffled on and off the
weights pan in a sort of metrological ‘three card trick’. In this way the true weight of
the goods in the scoop could be misrepresented by a skilful manipulator, to the
detriment of a bemused punter. The standards police at the Board of Trade were
somewhat exercised on the subject of weight stands and they didn’t like them! Thus, in
an opinion, issued to local Authorities they stated ‘Weight stands essentially forming part
of a counter machine should generally be regarded as an undesirable ‘novel feature’. They
clearly had the dextrous Barrow boy in mind as they vented their spleen on the matter.
They could not altogether deny their existence however, so it was accepted that they
could exist but the stand had to be ‘distinguishable’ from the weights plate. It was also
required that both the stand and plate had to have a raised rim of not less than 3/16 of
an inch. This, it was thought would make it a bit more difficult to shuffle the weights on
and off the plate. This feature is readily seen in the above scale from a London maker.

